A new characterization of statistically homogeneous spatial fluctuations is developed by observing how a scale·dependent local average approaches the ensemble average as the scale is extended. This enables us to study the global fluctuation characteristics together with the spatial correlations. The present approach informs various statistical aspects which cannot be described by two·point correIa· tion functions.
indicates that Eq. (1) is a function of relative vector rl -r2. In addition, by supposing the isotropy condition, Eq. (1) depends only on In -r21. As was shown previously,z),3) even one-variable sequential fluctuations generally reveal various statistical aspects, and the conventional double time correlation function is suitable for the description of only one of them. Many other aspects cannot be explained with the double time correlation function. This implies that for spatial fluctuations there exist many statistical aspects which can never be described with the above two-point correlation function. 
where
r(z) being the gamma function, is the volume of R r. In Fig. 1 , regions Rr(ro) are drawn for several different centers, being denoted by circles. In each region, the local space averages a'r(ro) have different numerical values. We introduce two kinds of averages. One is the space average,
with (5) for an arbitrary variable A(ro) which is statistically homogeneous with respect to roo The symbol f means the integration over the whole system with the volume Q. The other is the ensemble average <A>= f~ooap(a)da with the "invariant" probability density p(a)=<o(A-a». Postulating that the space average for Q-HYO can be replaced by the ensemble average, we get <A>=<A>oo, i.e., p(a)=poo(a). Hereafter we consider an infinitely large system, (Q --+ (0). Then we find aoo=<u> ,
which is free from ro because of the homogeneity condition. In order to study the fluctuation characteristics of are = ar(ro)), we consider the set of moments
where q is a parameter with the inverse dimension of the product of u and rd. The pea'; r) is the probability density that ar takes values between a' and a'+da'. We assume that pea'; r) is asymptotically given by!)
fpr a large Vr, where 6(a') is defined by 6(a')=-lim VI lnp(a'; r).
T-+co T
The limit limr~oo should be read as limr~oolimg~oo. On the other hand, the extensivity of Vrar(ro) suggests the asymptotic form (10) for a large V r , where theorder-q characteristic function ;\q has been defined byl-3),5),6)
;\q=llim VI InM(q; r).
We note that ;\q has the same dimension as u(r).
Inserting (8) into (7) and applying the saddle-point technique, we obtain the relation between ;\q and 6(a) as!) 
for a large r('2>b). The quantity 7Jq defined by
T--:too remains finite, provided that the correlation ranges of cumulants are finite. When fluctuations have no spatial correlation, we get 7Jq=O. Therefore it is natural to regard 7Jq as the quantity evaluating the magnitude of spatial correlations of {u(r)}. Depending on the parameter q, the strengths of correlations may be different. This implies that 7Jq has a dispersion with respect to q. 
where the quantity D is the same as in (13), and is given by (26) If {u(r)} is gaussian, then K=OO As Iql is gradually increased, we must take into account higher cumulants C3, C4,
The expansions (17) and (18) enable us to perturbationally get deviations from the asymptotic forms (25) and (28), provided that the expansions converge, i.e., Iql < K. However, when Iql exceeds the convergence radius K, the cumulant expansions do no longer converge, and we go into a completely different world. So for Iql~K, the cumulant expansions (17) and (18) have no meanings. Especially instead of (17) The implications of A+co and Q+ are given as follows. For a large r, depending on positions ro, the local averages ar(ro) take various values, (Fig. 1) . The A+co is the maximum value among them. Let S+ be a sub-region giving ar(ro)~A+co. In the sense that fluctuations {u(r)} have large values in S+, S+ is a coherent region and is called a u-rich region. In other words, A+co is the average of u(r) over au-rich region. As r is increased, such coherent region terminates. This is due to the existence of a "non-coherent" region which does not give the largest value of ar. Q+ has the dimension of Vr and estimates the characteristic volume of one u-rich region. This is understood by the asymptotic probability density p(a; r)~exp( -~:),
near a=A+co, where we have neglected the logarithmic term in (31b). On the contrary, A-co is the minimum value of ar(ro), i.e., the average over a u-poor region S-, and Qmeasures the extent of the volume of this region. Therefore, we obtain p(a; r) ~exp( -Vr/Q-) in the vicinity of a=A-oo. The key point is that in contrast to that the characteristics for Iql~K are completely determined with the two-point correlation function, those for Iql~K cannot be explained with any kind of correlation functions for {u(r)J of finite order.
In this paper we have presented a new characterization of statistically homogeneous spatial fluctuations. Their global aspect can be studied in the frame of the thermodynamics formalism constructed by q, Aq, a and 6(a). To study the global fluctuation characteristics is the new, remarkable tide in the statistical physics, and much work in this direction has been recently carried out.I),7) Others which cannot be described by the global analysis were shown to be relevant mainly to spatial correlations. These can be evaluated with the function ¢q(r). It was shown that our approach is suitable for the description of both characteristics. The fluctuations {u(r)} generally have many different statistical aspects. The parameter q plays the role to selectively single out the statistical aspect characteristic of it, and is called the filtering parameter. 6) The existence of the convergence radius K clearly separates three kinds (q~ -K, I ql ~ K and K~ q) of typical statistical behaviors. The region I ql ~K is specified with the two-point correlation function. On the other hand, the characteristics in the regions Iql~K cannot be perturbationally connected to that in Iql ~K, and represent highly coherent structures of {u(r)}.
Even if the fluctuations {u(r)} are produced by a numerical simulation or an experimental observation, the present approach can be immediately applied, since we have imposed no restriction on the generation law of the fluctuations. We believe that by applYIng the present method to various systems, new and deep insights into the homogeneous spatial fluctuations will be obtained.
